We propose a new approach based on a generalization of the classic logit model to improve prediction accuracy in US bank failures. We introduce mixed-data sampling (Midas) aggregation to construct financial predictors in a logistic regression. This allows relaxing the limitation of conventional annual aggregation in financial studies.
Introduction
Both regulators and bank counterparties are interested in spotting vulnerable banks and in having accurate models to forecast failures of US banks several periods in advance. The huge amount of money is involved and it could be potentially saved in case of a correct prediction.
As a consequence, there is a vast literature studying the determining factors of failures in the US banking sector and whether bank failures are predictable to a large extent. These papers focus on the bank failures during two recent banking crises. In the period from 1985 to 1992 almost 2500 banks left the market due to failure. More recently, in the period from 2009 to 2011, about 400 US banks collapsed (see Figure 1 ). One of the most relevant results shown in literature is the empirical evidence that the main factors driving bank failures in the US banking system are quite stable since 1980. In fact, it is well-documented that the relevant explanatory variables for the bank failures in the period from 1987 to 1992 do a very good job in explaining US bank failures during the recent banking crisis; see, for example, Aubuchon and Wheelock (2010) ; Cole and White (2012) ; Cole and Qiongbing (2014) ; Mayes and Stremmel (2013) . In particular, Mayes and Stremmel (2013) assume in their research design that the two US banking crises share many similar features. They aggregate failures across these crises and treat them as a group, which requires some homogeneity assumption. It seems to be a consensus in the banking literature to use CAMELS proxies (that is, capital, assets, management, earnings, liquidity, and sensitivity blocks) as a set of baseline predictors in the default probability models for US banks. The continuing use of CAMELS proxies in the literature also reflects the stability of the factors to forecast banking failures.
A logistic regression is a well-established powerful approach to classify binary outcomes. In applications, there is a specific setting when the model is used to identify a few unhealthy units in a large set of observations. This issue is known as the class-imbalance problem. As well as in financial research, data samples with severe imbalance of classes are typical in medical studies with a few sick people in a mainly healthy population. Li et al. (2010) consider diabetes and liver disorders; Mazurowski et al. (2008) , Malof et al. (2012) , and Miller et al. (2014) investigate breast cancer cases. In numerous financial papers with imbalance of classes in data, weak business units should be distinguished from others, for instance, among banks (Demyanyk and Hasan, 2010) or companies (Agarwal and Taffler, 2008) .
It is therefore not surprising that the logistic regression is still the key benchmark model used both by the academic community and in the private sector to identify future bank failures; see, among others, Kolari et al. (2002) , Mayes and Stremmel (2013) , or Cole and Qiongbing (2014) . The main question we raise in this study is whether the logit model can be extended to become more accurate in forecasting US bank failures and hence bringing significant improvements not only in statistical terms, but also resulting in concrete economic advantages for the whole banking system. In fact, for the benchmark logistic model bank assets of 103.4$bn are liquidated between 2010 and 2016 due to misclassified failures in forecasting bank failures 8 quarters ahead. In our empirical analysis we show that adopting some modifications in a logistic regression framework up to 4.59$bn, that is, 9.1% of the total assets of failed banks predicted by the benchmark model, could have been saved because of an improved, correct identification of failures already two years in advance. The fact that the most relevant factors driving bank failures are stable over time can be seen as an indication that the improvements in classifying historical bank failures we obtain modifying the simple logit model are likely to remain in the future.
The new methodological changes that we adopt to improve the classification accuracy of the benchmark logistic regression model can be summarized as follows. First, we introduce a mixed-data sampling (Midas) aggregation scheme (Ghysels et al., 2007) for the construction of the most relevant explanatory variable(s). This approach is instrumental in constructing more accurate flow predictors. By definition, flow variables are measured with reference to the period of time (not at a point in time). Conventionally, most flow variables in finance are annual with an equal contribution of the different quarters (e.g., annual return on assets, ROA, or change in bad loans). At the expense of estimating a few extra parameters, Midas aggregation relaxes both constraints: the (temporal) aggregation period is automatically selected and not fixed to be one year and the weight given to each quarter is different. Since both constraints are not strongly motivated, Midas aggregation could significantly improve the fit of the model to the data and its forecasting power. The individual weights obtained in the Midas aggregation characterize the relationship profile between a dependent variable and past values of an independent covariate. This novel approach is applicable far beyond forecasting bank failures that is central in the present study.
Second, we address the issue of classification accuracy for the logit model with a severe imbalance of classes in the data. We suggest assessing a classification accuracy of a model using a "risk group" concept instead of standard classification accuracy indicators, which are misleading in this setup.
Third, we explain the use of the Midas aggregation for the logit model. To the best of our knowledge, Midas has never been combined with the logit model. Freitag (2016) explicitly tells that a Midas logit regression is yet to be introduced. The combined model is highly nonlinear and optimization requires some efforts.
Finally, we implement re-weighting in the log-likelihood function to remedy the imbalance of classes in the data. An optimal weight of the rare class observations (that is, bank failure cases) in the log-likelihood function is selected by cross-validation. We call the resulting model Midas logit with re-weighting of observations.
We first investigate the accuracy of the new model in a realistic, correctly-specified simulation setting generated to mimic as close as possible the US bank failures data. Results of our simulations support the use of the new methodology based on the Midas aggregation scheme. In fact, although the data generating process is highly non-linear and the estimation is computationally expensive, the Midas logit model is able to recognize the correct values of the parameters and the correct Midas aggregation structure.
Following the literature, in our empirical analysis we employ the extended set of CAMELS factors used in Cole and White (2012) . The introduction of the Midas aggregation scheme enhances significantly the out-of-sample classification accuracy of the standard logit model, in particular for long-term forecasting from 6 to 8 quarters ahead. The difference is not large and significant for shorter forecasting horizons. The re-weighting of the observations to accommodate the class imbalance problem brings further improvements. In economic terms, the most striking result is the following: Adopting the new Midas logit model some of the largest recent US bank failures, such as Eurobank (2.5 $bn assets) and Charter Bank (1.2 $bn assets) failures in 2010, can be correctly classified already 8 quarters ahead. This is not the case if one follows the predictions of the benchmark logit model. As a consequence, the economic value of correct predictions of bank failures measured in terms of banks' total assets value increases by approximately 3-9% (depending on the forecasting horizon) due to the use of the Midas logit model.
The logit model allows for a straightforward enhancement by introducing extra predictors that are added to a standard set of CAMELS explanatory variables. Numerous papers have investigated the impact of a new factor on the probability of US bank failures (DeYoung and Torna, 2013; Yiqiang et al., 2013) . Midas aggregation is a convenient tool to augment the logit model with additional flow explanatory variables.
The content of the paper can be summarized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the new Midas logit model and we show in simulations its adequacy in reproducing the correct data generating process. Section 3 summarizes the main empirical findings using the Midas logit model in the prediction of US bank failures. The last section concludes.
Methodology

Simple logit model
Logit and probit models have been instrumental in predicting US bank failures. Demyanyk and Hasan (2010) review the prediction methods that have historically been used for bank failures. They stress out that discriminant analysis was previously the leading technique to forecast bank failures. More recently, it was replaced by maximum likelihood-based methods and machine learning that allow for more general distributional assumptions.
Although many machine learning methods have been recently introduced to forecast bank performance (Demyanyk and Hasan, 2010; Gogas et al., 2017; Iturriaga and Sanz, 2015) , the parametric logit and probit models are still very common and competitive in explaining and predicting bank failures. This is partially due to the availability of well-developed inference techniques for these methods. Using a training data sample, the logit and probit models forecast the probability of a bank failure, which is mapped into the predicted outcomes. Mayes and Stremmel (2013) estimate the logit model to explain bank failures in the US for the period from 1992 to 2012. In the Table 1 named "Meta-Analysis and Overview of Important Banking-Failure Literature" of their study the authors show that the logit and probit models are very popular methods to explain bank failures before the recent crisis in the US and globally. The tendency also remains in the recent research on the US banking sector. Kolari et al. (2002) employ the logit model and the trait recognition model to study failures among large US banks in the period from 1989 to 1992. Although the logit model showed inferior performance out-of-sample, both models were successful in classifying insample observations (with the accuracy rates over 95%). Cole and Qiongbing (2014) compare a time-varying hazard model with a static probit model to predict bank failures in the US for the years 2009 and 2010. They discover that a probit model dominates when the information set is limited to financial data available at the time of prediction. The logit model is superior at longer forecasting horizons (over one year ahead) and in the classification of failure type observations. Using the probit model, Cole and White (2012) found that commercial real estate investments is a variable that contains predictive information to explain US bank failures. Kerstein and Kozberg (2013) utilized regulatory enforcement actions as a predictor variable to improve the forecasting performance of the probit model. DeYoung and Torna (2013) examined the structure of incomes from nontraditional banking activities to forecast bank distress in a logistic regression framework. Berger and Bouwman (2013) provided evidence of the effect of capital on banks of a different size. Lu and Whidbee (2013) identified the causes of bank failures with a logit regression. They focused on the impact of bank age and charter type on its solvency. Yiqiang et al. (2011) applied the probit model to exhibit the importance of auditor type and its core specialization to explain bank failures. Using a logistic regression, Yiqiang et al. (2013) provided empirical evidence that banks complying with FDICIA internal control are financially more stable.
In the standard logit model we use a matrix Z t of explanatory variables measured at time t to forecast bank performance h quarters ahead:
where y t+h = (y 1,t+h , . . . , y k,t+h ) is a vector of dummy variables denoting whether we observe the failure of an existing bank i, i = 1, . . . , k, at period t + h, that is,
denotes the vector of logistic function outcomes (with a slight abuse of notation); α is a scalar, β is a vector of coefficients, and t denotes a vector of errors. The parameters α and β are selected to maximize the (log-)likelihood of observing the failure outcomes y:
Once the parameters are estimated, the fitted probabilities can be obtained aŝ
The output of the binary choice logit model is a vector of predicted probabilitiesp t+h for the forecasting horizon h of interest. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the classification of the model into the two classes, the probabilities have to be mapped into the binary predicted outcomes (0 or 1). A conventional mapping assigns class "1" to an object i if the predicted probabilityp i,t+h lies above a threshold value µ (for i = 1, . . . , k), that iŝ
The value µ has to be in practice determined by the researcher. In our particular application to bank failures (and crises) classification, typical solutions adopted in the literature are as follows. Mayes and Stremmel (2013) fix µ at some exogenously specified level. In contrast, Demirgüç-Kunt and Detragiache (2000) select µ to optimize a loss function based on classification costs of type I and type II errors. Similarly, Duca and Peltonen (2013) and Sarlin (2013) choose the value of µ that optimizes a loss function based on a usefulness measure in terms of weighted type I and type II error rates, which relates to the gain from using a model compared to naive classification. Finally, Betz et al. (2014) develop the previous approach by introducing bank-and class-specific misclassification costs.
As it can be seen from this short literature review, ambiguity in the choice of µ seems to remain, since the costs of type I and type II errors are also unknown. Once µ is fixed, a confusion matrix can be constructed (see Table 1 ) and the classification accuracy indicators can be computed using its elements. The most widely used measures are: 
Classical Midas and Midas aggregation
In some applications, we aim at explaining y t using past values of x m t , that is, a variable sampled at a higher frequency m per each unit time t. For instance, we could consider a relationship between annual GDP and monthly statistics on jobless claims (m = 12, 12 months in a year). We could include lagged versions of x m t as individual regressors to estimate a distributed lag model
where d is the maximum order lag parameter. Large d requires many parameters to be estimated. This may lead to an intractable estimation procedure, overfitting, and noisy results. Alternatively, it is possible to aggregate high-frequency data before estimating a regression equation. Monthly jobless claims could be summed up and reported annually. This sort of aggregation assumes that all aggregated periods are equally important to explain the dependent variable, which is not necessarily true. Implicitly, a naive aggregation increases the importance of the selection of the tuning parameter d as well.
Midas (mixed-data sampling) is another aggregation technique originally developed to explain a low-frequent outcome variable using high-frequent covariates (Ghysels et al., 2007) . This method allows for an individual weighting of high-frequent increments, reduces the importance of the selection of the maximum order lag parameter d (that we will also refer to as Midas temporal aggregation period), and keeps the parsimony of a model hence reducing the danger of overfitting. The Midas approach for the same regression model introduced in (5) works as follows
where d is the maximum order lag considered and γ(j, θ 1 , θ 2 ) = exp(θ 1 j + θ 2 j 2 ) denotes the exponential Almon lag function with two parameters, which is common for Midas-type models. The Almon's scheme is very flexible and allows for different weighting profiles γ (j, θ 1 , θ 2 ) that depend on the three parameters β, θ 1 , and θ 2 , and characterize the individual weights for the different lags j. Midas is parsimonious and has tractable estimation given that it depends only on three parameters regardless of the maximum lag d. Some illustrative weighting profiles are shown in Figure 2 . The classical Midas approach presented in (6) employs past values of a high-frequent factor x to predict the low-frequent outcome variable y. This is the approach that we take in this paper.
Let us consider a flow explanatory variable x, e.g., quarterly net income normalized by current assets. We want to verify whether a family of lagged versions of x t {x t−1 , x t−2 , . . . , x t−d } has some predictive power for the probability of bank failures:
where the maximum order lag d could be large and unknown. For large d, it is counterproductive to use the past values of x t as individual regressors in a distributed lag model because of the high number of parameters involved. Aggregating quarterly variables to annual ones is a standard solution in the financial literature. This procedure generates a new annual variable x a , an aggregated version of x:
Although the annual aggregation is well-established in practice, it has some limitations: It implicitly assumes an equal contribution (weight) of all quarters in the aggregated variable x a t and an exogenously given rigid "aggregation period" (in our example, 1 year). Since both constraints have no true theoretical justification, we could gain performance from relaxing them and improve the fit of the model to the data. At the cost of estimating a few parameters, the Midas aggregation scheme allows for individual weights of every quarter and an endogenous, automatic selection of the aggregation period. We therefore construct a Midas-aggregated variablex d with an aggregation period d:
where the individual weights γ j characterize the relationship between the dependent variable and the past lagged values of the high-frequency explanatory variable x (quarterly net income in our specific example). Midas-type aggregation can be used in many situations. It is a valuable tool to correct variables based on a P&L statement and the corresponding financial ratios such as the return on assets (ROA), that is the net income earned during the previous 4 quarters over assets, the cost-to-income ratio (CIR), that is the incurred cost over earned income during the previous 4 quarters, or the net interest margin (NIM), that is a ratio of net interest income earned during the previous 4 quarters to assets. Moreover, Midas aggregation is also valid to construct a factor reflecting a change in a stock variable, for instance, change in bad loans. It helps to select the optimal weights for the recent quarterly changes and the number of quarters to add.
In general, we suggest following these steps to find an optimal change in a stock variable (from a balance sheet):
Assume that the change in x influences y;
Find the first differences for x; and Use a Midas-aggregated sum of the first differences as a factor in the regression model.
In Figure 3 we show the estimated weighting profiles for a ratio of Midas-aggregated net income to assets for a maximum aggregation period of 8 quarters in the case of predicting US bank failures in 2010 and 2016 with an expanding estimation period.
As it can be seen in Figure 3 , the estimated weights differ significantly across quarters. Additionally, weights corresponding to lags beyond one year in the past seem to be quite crucial to get a good forecasting model. The Midas weighing profile is quite robust with respect to the estimation periods considered. Our results support the relaxation of the assumptions implicitly assumed by the standard annual aggregation scheme.
Midas aggregation in a logistic regression framework
We have found no attempts to use Midas in a logistic regression framework. To the best of our knowledge, Freitag (2014) and Freitag (2016) are the only papers that merge the probit model (which is closely related to the logit model) with standard Midas: weekly CDS data is used to predict low-frequent changes in sovereign ratings of European countries. In our opinion, there are two possible reasons for this. First, the optimization problem that needs to be solved at the time of estimating the model is computationally intensive. Second, studying the relationship between variables sampled at different frequencies is not a central task for Figure 3: The relationship between the probability of bank failure and Midas-aggregated earnings normalized by assets. We report the estimated weighting profiles for the selected periods: the first and last crisis quarters, the full sample. 
where we use a Midas-aggregated factorx d with an aggregation period d. Figure 4 describes the temporal design of our regression. We note that one could generalize model (10) by adding multiple Midas-aggregated variables to it. The parameters of the Midas logit model are estimated by maximizing the corresponding log-likelihood function with respect to the parameters α, β, γ, and θ:
The analytic derivation of a gradient for the target function is provided in Appendix (for a single Midas aggregated covariate). The corresponding optimization problem is highly non-linear and non-convex which makes the risk of finding suboptimal local minima nonnegligible.
Re-weighting of observations in the log-likelihood function
Class-imbalance is a well-known problem in statistical analysis. Techniques to smooth out the problem using adjusted indicators have been suggested in literature (Hu and Dong, 2014; Longadge et al., 2013; Menon et al., 2013 ). When we receive only a small number of observations for a rare class (failure cases), the log-likelihood maximizer may neglect the rare class observations and focus only in optimizing the fit for the observations belonging to the large class. Over-sampling the under-represented class is a standard technique to overcome the imbalance of classes problem (García et al., 2013; Japkowicz, 2000) . One can implement this idea by increasing the weight of rare-class observations in the log-likelihood function:
where w is a vector of weights. By default, w = i. Re-weighting means that for every observation i in the sample:
The weight multiplier m is selected from a finite set of candidate values to maximize the cross-validated classification accuracy.
Measuring the classification accuracy when classes are imbalanced
The evaluation of the classification accuracy is important to compare classifiers. Sun et al. (2007) show that standard indicators are not valid when the imbalance of classes is present in the data.
Predicted outcome Actual outcome Operating state (y = 0)
Failure state (y = 1) Operating state (ŷ = 0) 6000 50 (Type I errors) Failure state (ŷ = 1) 1000 (Type II errors) 100 Table 2 : Confusion matrix for an example with 7150 classified units (150 units belong to a rare class "1").
Figure 5: Risk group in terms of a confusion matrix. Risk group of a fixed size: F N + T P = const. For a model with the best classification accuracy T P or (equivalently)
The following example explains the nature of the problem. Consider 7150 classified units (e.g., banks) with 150 observations for a rare class (e.g., bank failure). Table 2 presents a sample confusion matrix. In this simple example, we suspect 1100 units to belong to class "1" (to fail), but the guess is wrong in 1000 cases (type II errors). Moreover, 50 banks are not suspected but, nevertheless, fail (type I errors). Although the standard measures introduced at the end of Section 2.1 indicate a general high accuracy of the classifiers, the number of false negatives is large in comparison with the sample size Specificity = 6000/(50 + 6000) = 0.99, almost perfect, Accuracy = (100 + 6000)/7150 = 0.85, very good, Share of correctly predicted failures = 100/(100 + 50) = 0.67, good, Both in medical and financial studies a potential user of a model is interested to predict a "risk group" of observations with the highest probability to fail or to be infected. Those units would receive a specific treatment, consideration, and deeper inspection. Once a user defines the size of a risk group (e.g., 5% of units), a threshold µ in (4) is automatically selected. There is no need to set µ using some advanced approach anymore.
To evaluate the accuracy of the classification we compute the share (or the number) of actual failures that appear to be in the risk group at a moment of a failure. In terms of a confusion matrix, we maximize the number of true positive outcomes for a risk group of a fixed size (see Figure 5 ). We define a risk group as the α fraction of observations with the highest predicted probability to appear in class "1". The classification accuracy indicator RG α shows the share (or the number) of actual failures captured by a risk group of size α. Such classification accuracy indicator is used by Cole and Qiongbing (2014) and Karminsky and Kostrov (2017) for a risk group of 5%.
A second measure of classification accuracy reflects the distribution of failures in a risk group. For a risk group of a selected size α, the detection of more actual failure cases among the observations with the highest predicted probability to fail is a signal about a better classification performance. Therefore, we compute the area under the curve denoted by S shaded ; in Figure 6 we show an illustrative example for the case α = 5%. The ratio of S shaded to the full rectangular area measures the accuracy of the classification in a risk group. This indicator, called AU RG α , is close in spirit to the area under the ROC curve, a popular measure of classification accuracy for binary choice models:
AU RG α takes values between 0 and 1. Higher values of the ratio correspond to better classification performances. We believe that the suggested measures of classification accuracy RG α and AU RG α for a classical significance level α such as 5% have to be preferred to alternatives in our setting. In fact, they have the following advantages. First, they are intuitive and straightforward and allow for a sensible interpretation in financial and medical studies. Second, they come with an automatic and interpretable selection of the threshold value µ where both type I and type II errors are implicitly considered. Third, they are robust to the class-imbalance problem. Finally, they can be computed universally across classification methods. Figure 6 : A curve "Share of real failures captured by a risk group -Share of observations with the highest probability to fail" for a risk group of 5%. AU RG 5 characterizes the distribution of failures in a risk group.
Simulation study for the Midas logit model
We verify that the Midas logit model is able to find the true pattern in a correctly-specified simulated data generating process as follows: 2 ) take the values estimated by the Midas logit model when applied to US bank failures with a forecasting horizon of h = 2 years (see Table 5 ):α,β, and (γ,θ 1 ,θ 2 ). Once the coefficients and the covariances are set, we compute the fitted simulated probabilities and map them into the binary responses using a Bernoulli distribution. Notably, the class imbalance problem remains in the simulated data: the share of class "1" observations (bank failures) is about 0.008.
We simulate 1000 data samples and report the estimation results for Cole's factors (in Z sim ) and for the Midas-aggregated part. We consider data samples consisting of 10,000 to 200,000 observations. As Table 3 shows, the estimated coefficients are close to the true values we used to simulated the data. Moreover, the variance of the different estimators decreases as the sample size increases. Although the model is highly non-linear, Midas logit is able to identify the correct structure from the data.
Enhancing the default probability model for US banks
In this section, we improve a logit model that predicts US banks failures for the period from 2010 to the second quarter of 2016. In the baseline logit model, we employ the extended set of 15 CAMELS predictors suggested by Cole and White (2012) (Cole's factors) to forecast bank performance h quarters ahead. First, we apply Midas aggregation to correct the annual ROA variable as in (9) and estimate the Midas logit model (10). In line with the literature, we use up to 4 years (16=8+8 quarters) of information before a failure event to forecast it in our setting. In a second step, we also use the re-weighting of the observations to fix the class-imbalance problem.
Bank-level statistics
To replicate the Cole's factors, we use the bank-specific financial characteristics coming from Call Reports on FDIC-insured banks for the period from 2004 to the second quarter of 2016. These reports are disseminated by FDIC in quarterly sets of files with detailed banking statistics. Most bank characteristics can be found in files called "Assets and Liabilities", "Net Loans and Leases", and "Past Due and Nonaccrual Assets". Our sample includes 50 quarters of data for 9936 unique banks. Table 4 Similarly, Wheelock and Wilson (2000) register a bank failure when
Many erroneous predictions take place when poor banks are predicted to fail but go on operating (type II errors). Such modifications artificially improve the accuracy of classification, removing the barrier between failed and weak institutions. For these reasons we are not using any extra criteria to define a bank failure and focus only on the actual ones. Variables are reported as a decimal fraction of total assets (roa and ln a are exceptions).
Forecasting procedure design
When the goal of a given exercise is forecasting, obviously only information available at the time of forecasting must be used. "Looking into the future" should be avoided since such forecasts are not feasible in practice. Such concerns are pointed out in Cole and Qiongbing (2014) : "In practice, future bank financial data are not available at any given point of time, so regulators must rely upon what data actually are available, without "peaking" at future data, as academics have done." Mayes and Stremmel (2013) confirm that the use of unattainable information brings unfair advantage in a forecasting exercise. For the logit and probit models the horizon of forecasting is embedded into a regression design: Shifted factors measured at time t are used to predict bank performance at time t + h (h -shift size and forecasting horizon). Papers that attempted to explain and predict bank failures in the US used different forecasting horizons. In most cases it varies between 1 quarter and 2 years (Bologna, 2011; Cole and White, 2012; Kerstein and Kozberg, 2013) . In practice, some potential users of the model, such as bank regulators, are concerned about identifying bank failures well in advance. That is why Cole and Qiongbing (2014) constructed a model with a forecasting horizon of 3 years. According to Jordan et al. (2010) , 4 years of data prior to a financial distress contain meaningful information to predict it. We report and compare the classification accuracy for US bank failure predictions obtained using the following competing models:
"Simple": simple logit with 15 Cole's factors in Z:
"Midas": simple logit augmented with a Midas-aggregated predictor that is a ratio of Midas-aggregated net income to assets:
The "Midas" logit model requires the estimation of only three extra parameters (γ, θ 1 , θ 2 ) compared to the "Simple" logit.
"MidasRew": the Midas logit model where we also take the class-imbalance problem explicitly into account by reweighing the observations in log-likelihood function.
In this paper, we apply direct multi-step forecasting (out-of-sample) for the period from 2010 to the second quarter of 2016 (Figure 7 ). The forecasting horizon h is taken to be 2, 4, 6, and 8 quarters. The Midas aggregation period d is fixed at 8 quarters. In every step, the parameters of the model are re-estimated. The forecasting procedure ensures no looking into the future. We maximize the log-likelihood function for the Midas logit model in Matlab using the "fminunc" optimizer with a "trust-region" algorithm and the gradient explicitly derived for the target function in the Appendix. As Figure 7 describes, our data sample enforces the use of the first quarter of 2008 as the earliest estimation window available in forecasting bank failures 8 quarters ahead. Failure frequency is very low for prior periods. Consequently, in the first forecasting step we predict bank failures in the first quarter of 2010. This explains the choice of the out-of-sample forecasting period, which is split into three parts: a crisis period (2010, 4 quarters), a post-crisis period (years 2011 and 2012, 8 quarters) , and a plain period (from 2013 to the second quarter of 2016 for a total of 14 quarters).
We use 10-fold cross-validation to select the optimal weighting parameter m in the estimation of MidasRew (12), that is, the Midas logit model with re-weighting of observations: More specifically, we split the pooled estimation sample into 10 random equally sized nonintersecting subsamples with 10% ( 1 /10) of the observations from each class. We then train the model on 9 of the subsamples and use the last one for validation with respect to the RG 5 performance measure. Each of the 10 subsamples is used exactly once as validation set. We finally average the ten results for the performance measure RG 5 in order to obtain a single cross-validated value. We repeat this procedure for every integer value of m between 1 and 150. Then, the optimal value of m is selected as the one that yields the highest crossvalidated RG 5 . Initially, we started with a wider set of candidates. However, values above 150 were never selected as optimal.
Empirical results
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At long forecasting horizon of 6 and 8 quarters, the Midas logit model is superior to the Simple logit; the re-weighting of the observations to accommodate the class imbalance problem brings some further improvement. The suggested modifications in the simple logit model are useful when most needed: in long-term forecasting for crisis and post-crisis times. At short forecasting horizons Midas aggregation does not improve but also does not deteriorate the forecasting results. Moreover, the Midas logit model attains a better distribution of failure cases in a risk group (AU RG 5 ). When the bank failure is approaching and the forecasting horizon is short, the historical dynamics of the quarterly net income variables does not seem to matter anymore. In this case, the most recent Cole's factors already contain all valuable information.
We use statistical tests to prove whether the discovered differences in the classification performance are significant. Japkowicz and Shah (2011) suggest both parametric and non-parametric tests to compare the performance of two classifiers on a data sample. The parametric t-test verifies whether the difference in the mean classification results is statistically relevant. The statistics reads as
where pm(f i ) is the performance measure of the classification algorithm f i ,d = pm(f 1 ) − pm(f 2 ) is the difference in means of the performance measures for the two classifiers f 1 and f 2 ,σ d stands for the sample standard deviation of mean differenced, and n denotes the sample size.
As expected, the improvements in the forecasting power of the Midas logit model over the benchmark simple logit model are found to be significant for the longer forecasting horizons (6 and 8 quarters). At short forecasting horizons the number of bank failures in a risk group (RG 5 ) remains unchanged, although the distribution of cases in a risk groups gets slightly better.
Compared models
Significant improvement 
and compare it with the respective critical value at the significance level of interest. Results are shown in Table 9 . Once again, at long forecasting horizons the improvement due to the use of the Midas logit model is statistically significant. Moreover, the application of the novel approach to predict bank failures in 2 years increases the assets of correctly classified failed banks by 9.1%. The Midas model makes it possible to forecast failure cases for a few large banks previously missed. Two of them, Eurobank and Charter Bank with assets value of 2.5 $bn and 1.2 $bn, respectively, are among the largest bank failures in the US banking sector in the current millennium. At the forecasting horizon of 6 quarters, the re-weighted Midas logit model predicts 40 correct extra bank failures at the cost of only 8 new errors.
As a final non-parametric test, we investigate the results of the Wilcoxon's test applied to the RG 5 and AU RG 5 performance results. The idea of the test is that a given classifier outperforms an alternative method when most of its records are more accurate than those obtained using the alternative approach and the cases in which its results are worse, they should be worse only by a small amount. As shown in Table 10 , the results of the Wilcoxon's test confirm that for a long forecasting horizon the use of the innovations included in the Midas logit model significantly improves the classification accuracy of the simple logit model.
Conclusion
In this paper we propose several ways to improve the classification accuracy of a logit model. Midas aggregation is proposed to construct flow explanatory variables in the regression analysis. Conventionally, firm-specific flow predictors in financial research measure the company performance during the previous year with an equal contribution of four quarters. Our approach allows for individual weights of the aggregated past values. The optimal aggregation period can be selected endogenously from data.
We combine Midas aggregation with a logistic regression to improve its forecasting power. Midas aggregation enhances the forecasting power of an established logit model (Cole and White, 2012) tra parameters are estimated). Moreover, a cross-validation procedure is implemented to minimize the consequences of class imbalances in the data. Improvements in classification accuracy are found to be statistically significant at the forecasting horizons of 6 and 8 quarters. t-tests, McNemar's tests, and Wilcoxon's tests unanimously support this conclusion. In economic terms, the use of the proposed modifications of the classic logit model enables a correct prediction of a few important bank failures which were previously misclassified. We also discuss the issue related to the problem of measuring the predictive performance of classifiers when the classes of observations are highly unbalanced in the data. The pattern is typical in many financial and medical studies. Standard accuracy indicators are found to provide generally low information. That is the reason why we introduced a risk group approach for classification accuracy evaluation that is based on alternative indicators.
Most of the changes we introduced in this study are not restricted to the considered application of forecasting US bank failures. The Midas logit model we propose is very general and can be applied in a variety of different situations such as diagnosing a disease, solvency evaluation, fraud detection, customer churn prediction, and job-market analysis. Appendix. Analytical gradient for Midas logit
Notations
This section explains the notations used to derive the explicit expression for the gradient of the objective function in the optimization problem related to the Midas logit model estimation.
Mathematical objects
Scalar value: 'n' -a regular symbol.
Vector: 'n' or 'n k ' -a bold symbol. Optionally, we report k, the number of entries in a vector.
Matrix: 'N ' or 'N k×k ' -a capital symbol. Optionally, we report the dimensions of a matrix, k × k.
To compute the gradient for Midas logit we introduce a few supplementary objects:
d -a Midas (temporal) aggregation period for the only variable in the Midas part of a model.
ξ -a column vector of the consequent natural numbers from 1 to d. X -a matrix of d consequent lagged versions of the variable used in the Midas part of a model.
Mathematical operations and operators
'·' stands for vector (cross) multiplication.
' ' stands for element-wise multiplication (Hadamard product).
' ..., ... ' stands for scalar (dot) multiplication (Frobenius inner product).
diag -the operator that transforms a given vector into a diagonal matrix with its entries in the main diagonal: diag(n k ) = N k×k . 
Gradient derivation
As it was previously shown in (11), the objective function in Midas logit estimation problem is LL(α, β, γ, θ) = y T (αi + Zβ + γx(θ)) − i T log(i + exp(αi + Zβ + γx(θ)))
This log-likelihood function can be presented as a combination of three operators, namely W, C, and G.
LL(α, β, γ, θ) = G (C(α, β, γ, W(θ 1 , θ 2 ))) .
The operators involved are introduced below.
Consider the directional derivative of the log-likelihood function LL in the direction of λ. We reorganize terms to find an explicit expression for the gradient.
Finally, the components of the gradient are separately computed. 
Calculating component
